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mrnMH

A pomegranate is seen in Katherine of 

Aragon’s badge, a fruit representing 

fertility and regeneration. This is a sad 

contrast to a woman who was pregnant 

6 times but only had one child that 

survived, and then left as that one child 

was not a boy.

KATHERINE OF ARAGON



UOEb
This print represents Henry’s failure to 

erase Anne Boleyn’s existence. It contains 

motifs taken from Hampton Court 

Palace, of Henry and Anne’s initials in the 

apartment’s archway and the woodwork 

in the great hall.

BSOBC
Anne Boleyn’s initial necklace has never 

been found however it may be one of the 

most famous peices of tudor jewlery. This 

print pays tribute to this nekckalce and 

the link to contemporary trends of 

having your name or initial on a 

necklace.

ANNE BOLEYN



Reie
Jane Seymour is the one who delivered. 

Her purpose as a wife fufilled but sadly 

taking her life. Lilies to represent her 

passing and lily of the valley to highlight 

her purity, she died as Henry’s perfect 

wife birthing a son. However, would this 

have been her final fate regardless? We 

will never know as Jane died before 

henry could tire of her. 

JANE SEYMOUR



QECFh

This print is inspired by the allegation 

that the reason Henry and Anne of 

Cleves were unable to consumate the 

marraige was because she didn’t look as 

good in person as she did in her portait, 

a ‘catfish’. Sadly most girls have heard 

variations of this, ‘I was onkly joking, 

you’re not even that fit anyway’.

ANNE OF CLEVES



PT U i

Bound for failure, Catherine Howard was 

picked for looks and not much else. She 

was half Henry’s age and desicribe by 

many as a poor match for an older ailing 

king. This mismatch, which led to finding 

comfort in the arms of another, led to 

Catherines legacy being one of betrayl 

and promiscuity. 

CATHERINE HOWARD



Olt
Patterns and colours from Kathryn Parr’s 

portrait, redrawn and brightened up, this 

is the print of the survivor. Parr is known 

as the survivor, an academic, doting wife 

and loyal to the crown. She is the boss-

bitch who outlasted him. Women are 

survivors. 

KATHRYN PARR





These prints looks at Henry’s view of 
women, comparing them as something 
pretty to have around and own. When 
he removed a wife from the Palace he 
also removed the jewels associated with 
them.




